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Dear Gail, 

WATCHING BRIEF AT ALLEN HOUSE, CATTERICK VILLAGE 

This is to inform you that I attended on Friday, 9th of July, to carry out a 
watching brief during the stripping of the above site, on instructions from The Plan 
Shop, Bedale and according to a standard specification from NYCC. I enclose a 
site location plan, and a detailed drawing to show the excavated area. 

The site was entirely covered by a modem garden soil (including some modem 
mbble towards the north), of an average 35 cms. depth. At the limit of excavation, 
this came down onto the upper surface of the natural subsoil, at this point a hard, 
sandy gravel. Nowhere was there any trace of any early feature, deposit or 
stmcture. A close watch maintained during stripping failed to reveal any loose find 
of a date earlier than the last century. 

I tmst that this information will allow discharge of my client's planning condition. 

With best wishes. 

Yours sincerely. 

Percival Tumbull. 
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Percival Turnbull, BA, MIFA, FSA Deborah Walsh, BA. AIFA 



Supply and lay new Hepsleve VCIC 
inspection chambers on the new foul 
drain as indicated, including raising 
pieces and alloy cover and frame. 

sting manhole 

sting foul drain 

Lay drains under concrete floor slab 
on 50mm bed of 10mm granular 
material to BS 882, cutting out for 
sockets, and surround pipes in to half 
pipe depth in similar material. Backfill 
trenches with selected spoil ensuring 
that there is a minimum of 300mm 
cover between the pipe and the 
underside ofthe slab. Where cover is 
ess than 300mm, encase the pipe in 
150mm concrete. 

Supply and lay new Hepsleve VCIC 
inspection chambers on the new foul 
drain as indicated, including raising 
pieces and alloy cover and frame. 

Encase all drains with less than  
900mm of cover in 150mm concrete  
with flexible joints to pipes maintained  
in accordance with Hepworth's  
recom riendations. Bac' lii trenches Supply and fix new Hepworth P trap 


